The Story of the Master Strategist
As I retire from an empire that stretched across null-sec like an invisible condom, I can finally sit back and tell of my experiences - or rather, some of them. Many of my dealings from the past year will not be mentioned, for they could have profound strategic implications for a good third of New Eden. My employers may be mentioned by alliance, but not individual. It is the safest way to be - to leave without damaging the balance.
When people talk about important, solid, famous characters in EVE they usually mention Chribba. Older players will remember Entity and Tyrrax Thorrk. If they are in null-sec, or in tune with the greater metagame, they will mention The Mittani. A few of the more knowledgeable will mention Selene, Lady Scarlet, et. al. 
None of them are me. 
You won't find me in any major EVE publication or mentioned in any major MMO press coverage. When I sit and google the main's name, all I see is two results related to EVE - both asking who is this man, both left unanswered. I am, like many players in EVE, a ghost. Nobody knows.
Unlike many, though, my invisibility has come after great effort in part of myself. While the average EVE player remains unknown due to a lack of great feats, a lack of any great push to fame, or any cause, I've had to remain unknown through careful planning, background checks, and metagame.
I have never used my main to post on CAOD, for example. All my dealings in business have been through alts - I have two that I recycle specifically for that purpose, with a name generator. You could speak to three different characters of mine in ten hours, and never find me again after business is complete. I try to work thought third parties, if I can, and if I can't I create my own. Out of game communications like Skype are my greatest tools.
So you're sat there reading this and wondering what level of bullshit I am spouting from my British mouth. You could be wondering what on earth would require so much security and backup just to hide a name. A face, one of many. 
What if I told you that from the period of 2005 to the start of 2011, an alliance director couldn't sneeze without me knowing about it.
In EVE, as anyone with half a brain will know, information is important. Hell, Mittens himself built a name for himself by being a quote-unquote "Spymaster". The very idea, frankly, intrigues me. The fact that he made a name for himself by becoming a master spy is always fun to read, and he himself brought in the idea of the outlier. He worked on his craft, like all experts, for years to refine it, and became very good at what he does.
Four years before Goonswarm entered New Eden, I started my own path.

There are many things unknown to the public, but it is no secret to those that know my public alt that I am, in EVE terms, ancient. I've got a paper trail I can refer to right back to the 2002 beta, and while most of us old guard are no longer there, the few of us that are enjoy what EVE has become - Even if it lost its way a bit at some points. We're the people who, when the shit hits the fan, sit back and understand that it has happened. The people who know.
My work in EVE has been about strategy. Alliances would hire me, quietly, to plan for them. In my career, many of them would have started wars based on my advice. Hell, some of them have Even paid me to infiltrate. As my career ends, it is time to tell you all a story.
What will surprise many, though, is my age. When I speak of my achievements in EVE, people expect to put me into my late twenties at the very least. After all, EVE is a complicated game, and the average teenager simply can't comprehend the lack of instant gratification - Even in 2002, where games were only just moving into the age of graphics over lasting gameplay. 
I was not one of them.
Getting into the beta via my father, I was four months away from my 14th birthday when I first stepped into the game. I'd love to say I was super intelligent and got off to a flying start, but the fact of the matter is I was lost. Eventually, however, I picked it up, and by the game's official release in 2003 I was just as competent as the rest of the player base.
As a kid I would say I was slightly above average, not to blow my own horn. I struggled with exams, but coursework - something that involved planning, then execution - I excelled at. So here I was presented with a game that allowed me to not only pass time in the middle of the countryside, but also to use my skills.
I paid for my subscription by walking dogs and gardening.
A lack of microphone worked to my advantage, as I convinced the people I flew with I was 17. Being well spoken, if a little bad on grammar, helped with this. With time they started trusting me to make strategic decisions, after a series of arguments with the directors of my then corp resulted in my predictions being spot on.
Allies soon picked up what I was doing, and then enemies. I started being approached in a one to one manner about my fees for information - basically brokering strategy to the highest bidder. When Alliances were formally introduced in Exodus, I knew that the newly formed alliance - which consisted of my then corp, and our allies - would be relying on me to make their plans. So I stood up, and said it to them straight.
Pay me.
Alliance strategy is very much like boxing. You end up constantly taking a pounding, but while you take the hits you think quickly and strategically to make your own impact. In EVE this is Even more true. Working in Curse Alliance, I started to make a name for myself. Frankly, I hated it.
Eventually, long time enemy XIF (Xetic and friends, our first major enemy) worked out I was basically for contract, and they got in touch to hire me. Originally, I turned them down, having made good friends in Curse. Word got around, however, and not only was I receiving offers from our own enemies, but from alliances on the other side of the cluster. My employers in CA disliked this, and Eventually I was told to decide between working for them or leaving the alliance.
I looked at my offers, decided it wasn't for me, and left.
Two weeks later, I used an alt to contact Xetic. Payment given, I sold out my old friends. Everything I had went into the hands of a single director, and off they pushed. Eventually, CA disbanded through internal squabbling, but that is neither here nor there. Working with Xetic, I had gained a solid understanding of their own strengths, and come the creation of The Five, I had received word that I was being sought after to work for Xetic's new enemy.
Another alt contact, another payment deal, and another home to call my own.
This bouncing between alliances became a staple for me over my career. With friends, and allies, I had my own personal network of intelligence that stretched across null-sec. When a contract was over, or I was contacted with a better deal, I killed an alt and a new one arose in its place. 
Never the same name twice, I avoided many of the complications you'd expect. After all, if someone has no prior employment history on first glance, how many people could he really be involved with? My loyalties were, stupidly, rarely questioned, and when they were the dissenters were often proved wrong.
Well, except for when I was being paid to infiltrate. You get quite an interesting mark on your balance sheets when the alliance you are infiltrating is paying you more than your actual bosses - but the loot you get from collapsing such an alliance is worth it. 
Come 2007 I was a go-to for many of the power holders in EVE. The agreement was simple - as far as their alliance was concerned, I did not exist. If that was agreed to, make your offer. If it is good, I'll take it. I had an empire on the sly, an empire of quiet planning.
By 2008 I was laughing quite heartily at the largest war EVE had Ever seen. While the world and its allies were smacking Brand of Brothers around the face, I was sat in a corner planning away and counting my cash. But as the war slowed down, business did too, and with Goons becoming the new higher power of EVE, I decided it was time to start rolling back.
As my time as a strategist came to a slow close, I took a couple more high end contracts. My final one comes to an end as of January 1st, and thus comes the end of my era - an era of secrecy. With my oldest character flying around Russian space in private - they will allow anyone if you pay them enough - I can sit back and say job well done.
I guess the question many of you will have is incomes. I am sure you'd love to know how much I have earned over the eight years of solid business I have had. In the end it depended on who was paying me and why, but my current contract is 20billion ISK a month. For some that is cheap, for others that is a fortune. 
For me, it's not a record, but when you consider the number of alliance cleanups I have partaken in (as in, when an alliance dies I walk off with Everything I can grab), my total net worth right now is somewhere in the trillions. I need to count, really, though renting some r64s from the Russians is helpful.
But you shouldn't do it for the ISK.
You should do it because you want to.
See when I started playing EVE, the idea of someone having so much as five billion of personal fortune was practically unimaginable. When I took my first contract, it was for ratting rights and a place to live. It took me two years of showing my worth before my first billion-ISK monthly contract, and by the time I hit my first 5b/mo deal I had already cleaned out a couple T2 BPOs from a dying alliance (pre-invention). Living the intelligence game should not be your life, it should be something you do on the side. 
These days, however, it is a dead market. My current contract is based around planning and predicting the strategic targets and goals of both friend and enemy for the entirety of 2012. The only reason I received that contract was because nobody else could do what I do. This fact means that people adapted, and alliances use other methods to calculate. 
When there is a shortage of an asset, a new method is created to counter it. With this new method, my work dies, an era ends. People don't want to hear about possible plans for the next year, they want to work in the here and now. There is no place for me anymore. I do not shed a tear, however.
I am a 22 year old British man who can sit here, and smile. I have held the power to crush alliances, the knowledge to send fleets of hundreds to almost certain victory, and enough ISK to buy Cobalt Edge. But the real victory for me is the fact that after eight years of an empire, I can now retire without leaving a single mark on the boards.
I sit here and smile, and retreat back into the shadows. A name you've never known, and will never see. A name that now retires.
 

